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Abstract— Fourth industrial revolution (Industry 4.0) promises a 
connected and smart manufacturing system where internet, 
machine (physical system) and humans lumped together. Unlike 
other industrial revolutions, this industrial revolution deals more 
with information. Device to device (D2D) and Machine to 
Machine (M2M) communications often generate, preserve and 
share private information. Personal data has already turned out 
to�be�a�new�commodity�and�currently�identified�as�a�‘new�oil’�or�
‘new�domain�of�warfare’.�The�more� information�gets�generated�
and accumulated, the more extensive and risky the personal 
information becomes. Although privacy and security are often 
bundled together, they are different. This study investigates the 
privacy attack surfaces of key Industry 4.0 components (i.e. 
Cyber-Physical System, Artificial Intelligence, additive 
manufacturing, autonomous vehicle, big data, cloud computing, 
internet of things, distributed ledger etc). Multi-dimensional
privacy challenges, data breaching incidents, regulations and
need of a contextual privacy awareness is discussed in this study. 
Finally, this work elaborates the risk of Personally Identifiable 
Information (PII) leaking in the era of industry 4.0.

Keywords— Fourth Industrial Revolution, Data, Personally 
Identifiable Information, Industry 4.0, Information Privacy.

I. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND STUDIES 

The concept of this Fourth Industrial Revolution was 
introduced in the year 2011. German manufacturing industry
[1] publicly declared “Industrie� 4.0”� also known as “fourth 
industrial� revolution”,� “Industry� 4.0”.� The concept of this 
Fourth Industrial Revolution was introduced by Schwab [2] in 
2016. Industry 4.0 was officially announced in the annual 
meeting of World Economic Forum in Geneva. Industry 4.0 
also known as “industrial� Internet” [3], “Integrated� Industry”
[4] and�“Smart� Industry” [5]. This revolution is still ongoing 
and facing multi-dimensional challenges. Several researchers
[6], [7] have already mentioned the security side. With legacy 
security issue this industry will inherit data privacy issues too. 
So, the privacy of personal data in the era of industry 4.0 
requires more investigation. 

The divergence of gradual industrial development from 
year to year was mentioned by Onik [8]. Three vital features
to build the skeleton of industry 4.0 are: an autonomous
invention by decentralization is to grow smart goods, 
compatibility brings balance among devices and technologies
to increase efficiency. A closer inspection at industry 4.0

expresses high involvement of personal data. However, 
therefore data privacy is one of the big concern for future 
industrial revolutions.

Industry 4.0 will expose maximum personal information the 
world has ever seen. Although people are considering those as 
an asset, several recent information leaking incidents [9], [10]
have shaken the whole world in perspective of data privacy, 
which motivates us to analyses personal data privacy. About
87% identity of the US citizen is vastly identifiable by 5-digits
of their zip code, gender, birthdate only. Korea Internet and 
Security� Agency’s� (KISA) measured public opinion about 
data privacy and found major� concerns:� “undesired and 
foolish assembly of�PII�33.3%”,�and�“illegal use�of�PII�27.6%”. 
Gemalto's Breach Level Index exposed that on average ten
million PII reveal per day where 74% were identity stealing. 

To deal with data privacy and security issues, several 
organizations have initiated laws and regulations to reduce 
personal data loss [11], [12]. Around 200 billion USD are 
being exchanged annually to share Personal data. However, 
those PII or PPII are not always collected illicitly. Sometimes, 
the user provides their personal data also with appropriate 
consent. 

II. PRIVACY ATTACK SURFACE IN INDUSTRY 4.0

A. Artificial Intelligence and Robotics

Artificial Intelligence is at the top of this privacy leaking 
list. Several researchers have identified the privacy risk of AI
[13], [14]. Real-time image processing revels human identity 
and leaks millions of personal information [15], [16]. This 
study finds the major issues of AI and Robotics in perspective 
data privacy are:

� No privacy standardization for AI-based technologies
� Consent gathering from the user is inefficient
� AI decision making (profiling) should be monitored

B. Augmented Reality (AR) and Virtual Reality (VR)

To enjoy the world of AR and VR, we must share some
personal data. Recent studies [17], [18] found the followings 
by analysis the AR and VR devices from the following 
companies: mixed reality, Sony, oculus, play station, 
daydream, Viron, Next, Samsung’s Gear VR, HTC’s� vive. 
The study found similarity among themselves with respect to
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private information gathering. Almost everyone is using 
cookies or beacons to gather information. 

C. Internet of Things (IoT) 

Internet of Things (IoT) data privacy was mentioned by 
several studies in the different domain of use [19]–[21]. A 
future global�network�of�“things”�bring challenges concerning
privacy. We, therefore, outline the main reason for IoT data 
privacy leaking: 
� Default Raw data storage
� Ensure the device
� Energy limitation
� Encryption limitation
� Insufficient standardization organization
� Less information from IoT device producer in 

perspective of device level data collection and sharing.  

D. Cyber-Physical System (CPS) 

The fundamental enabler of the industry 4.0 is Cyber-
Physical Systems (CPS) where critical quality management a 
must was mentioned by a study by Aich [22]. Privacy 
revealing in CPS is typically passive [23]. The study 
mentioned two ways of privacy leaking in CPS:
� Physical: This kind of privacy attack directly interfere

with the physical properties of the system. For example, 
altering the powers of an implantable healthcare chip.

� Cyber: Computer virus, software and network-based 
attacks are cyber-attack to CPS. For instance, forging
sensor data.

Chattopadhyay [24] mentions threat surfaces as in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Attack surface of Cyber-Physical System (CPS) [24].

E. Cloud and Big Data

The largest and most critical threat cloud computing poses 
for organisations today, is the loss of sensitive and personal 
data and information - both deliberately and inadvertently. 
[16]. Big Data investigation has become fast, efficient and 
accurate after the involvement of AI. Key challenges of Cloud 
and big data are:

� An expert data encryption method
� Physical vulnerability
� Vague data sharing and exchanging policy
� Large-scale data aggregation 

F. Blockchain Technology 

Blockchain technology versus General Data Protection 
Regulation (Immutability vs mutability) is key blockchain 
drawback related to privacy [25]. In one side, blockchain 
stores data immutably but, personal data must be erasable 
ethically after use. Storing personal information on a 
blockchain seriously violate personal data privacy. Identity 
hiding can be misused, and privacy-breaching may have done
unanimously. Moral consideration is overruled in blockchain 
technology. Blockchain technology in human resource was
proposed but the moral thoughts (i.e. privacy) were absent
[26]. 

III. DISCUSSION AND RESEARCH CHALLENGES

Therefore, this study mentions few of our recommendation 
and existing solutions: 

A. Privacy in Data Processing and Sharing

This is the crucial point to monitor and improve user data 
privacy. Most�of� today’s Privacy breaching are happening by 
controller and processer. GDPR complied blockchain system
for PII track was presented by a study [25] (Figure 2). Along 
with financial benefit, the enterprise should consider data 
privacy too.

Figure 2. A blockchain based personal data sharing [25]. 

B. Limitations of Privacy Regulations 

Privacy-preserving regulations should be updated according 
to threat style. GDPR is conflicting to blockchain and 
imposing strict regulation on data mining which could reduce 
user experience. HIPAA defined de-identification methods are 
limited and strict which limiting the research scope in the 
health care industry. Similarly, Korean regulation does not 
have enough privilege to inform data branching incidents to 
users.

C. Privacy by Design (PbD)

A classification of privacy necessities for IoT system was 
proposed in a study [27] where privacy by design [28], [29]
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was at the top of their list. This technique provides privacy 
from the beginning of system implementation. Privacy by 
design provides two level security to the system. Firstly, while 
collecting information from users, the system checks the type 
of personal data fitness to the context. Secondly, the system
can assess the scope of data sharing to the internet and 
associated risk. 

D. Privacy-Preserving Data Aggregation

A novel risk modelling technique was proposed by another 
study where Risk where collective information clustering at 
owner side was proposed (Figure 3). That study said android 
revealed location, unique ID and device storage privacy 
through collective mobile app permissions [30]. This separate 
data collection and aggregation at owner side is a key privacy 
challenges cause, under the fourth industrial most of the 
companies are developing multi-dimensional service for users. 

Figure 3. Android devices application privacy permission integration [30].

E. Privacy Awareness 

Since privacy was not considered as seriously as security. 
Therefore, very few researches and implementations were 
done in this. Trust visualization for object management in the 
internet of things was discussed by a study [31]. Privacy of 
Things (PoT), new terminology was introduced by another 
study [21] (Figure 4). Study stated data flow, receiver, context, 
risk level should be visible to users for privacy protection. 

Figure 4. Privacy of Things (PoF), privacy monitirng system for IoT [21].

F. Privacy is not Security

Privacy of our personal information can also be leaked 
without any technical or security shortcomings. If we look 
around few recent security breaching incidents [32], often 

found that the reason for data losses and information leaking 
didn’t� happen due to technological disorder rather lack of 
regulations, monitoring and accountability. Recent data 
protection regulations like GDPR has been declared as 
privacy-preserving regulation, not for security [33]. Therefore, 
several studies have suggested data privacy risk besides data 
protection measures. Karen [34] suggested instead of creating 
information security, institutional individuals should focus on 
data privacy regulations. Personal data breaching costing us 
tons of money was mentioned by several studies [35]. 
Therefore, this study now identifies each scope of personal 
data breaching in almost every technology related to the 
industry 4.0. Applying security actions are surely effective, 
however, cannot be a precise way to protect privacy problems.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The only way of securing personal information is to 
differentiate security and privacy. As shown below:

security≠privacy
Till now, technologies that are building the fourth industrial 

revolution are secured enough to the enduring upcoming 
threat. However, existing policy, regulations, awareness is still 
at the infant stage as well as unable to protect personal 
information vigorously. Obviously, the future industrial 
revolution must have concreated standardization organization 
for privacy preserving.

However, this personal information of Industry 4.0 will 
bring� an� ethical� war� in� between� “data� analysis”� and� “data 
privacy”. On one side, the industrial revolution demands 
higher data gathering and improved the user experience. 
Another side, privacy of personal information can never be 
diminished. We discussed existing technologies and found 
that privacy by design and context-aware data de-
identification is must to improve personal data privacy. 
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